Galdi Selects Eurotech to Explore IoT Technology in Industrial Applications
A Multi-service IoT Gateway to communicate with machinery and collect valuable data
AMARO (Italy), July 10th, 2017 – Eurotech, a leading provider of embedded systems and IoT solutions, announces a design win
with Galdi, leader in development and production of packaging machine for the Food market, which chose the Multi-Service IoT
Gateway ReliaGATE 10-20 to communicate with its production machines for valuable data collection, management and remote
monitoring through Eurotech IoT Integration Platform Everyware Cloud.
Galdi, which mostly operates internationally, selected Eurotech gateway because of its globally-compliant Wi-Fi and cellular
certifications. Implementing this IoT technology will benefit both Galdi - which will be able to remotely manage its plants - and its
customers, who have greater access to valuable data.
“Our competence and experience in the field of IoT solutions allow Galdi to implement IoT technology in its manufacturing plants
worldwide, thanks to our products’ international certifications” commented Eurotech’s CPMO Giuseppe Surace.
“The Everyware Cloud IoT Integration Platform allows us to deliver new services to our customers, based on continuous monitoring
of machine performances and on adaptive control strategies applied both to advanced diagnostics and product customization
according to the final customer application” illustrated Federico Bardini, Engineering Manager at Galdi.
About Eurotech
Eurotech (ETH:IM) is a global company that designs, creates and delivers full Internet of Things solutions, including services,
software and hardware to leading systems integrators and enterprises large and small. With Eurotech solutions in place, clients have
access to the latest open source and standardized software stacks, flexible and rugged multi-service gateways and sophisticated
sensors to bring actionable data from the field into business operations. Working with world-class ecosystem partners, Eurotech
delivers on the promise of the Internet of Things either from end to end, or with best in class building blocks, including device and
data management, connectivity and communication platform, intelligent edge devices and smart objects following business models
that fit today’s business world. Learn more about Eurotech at www.eurotech.com.
About Galdi
Galdi is a leading international player in the design and construction of filling machines for liquid foods. Starting as a family-run
business, it has become an international player in slightly more than 30 years, becoming a European leader in its core business - the
packaging of gable-top cartons. Export sales cover 90% of Galdi’s turnover with the main sales market being Russia and CIS
countries (over 200 installations), Central and Northern Europe, Eastern Europe, the Mediterranean countries and South Africa, in
addition to other operations across the ocean including the United States, Central America and South-Eastern Asia.
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